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High quality 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer machine wholesale 

Factory stock professional nail dryer machine 48w with stand. It is upgrade model from ATC-
CC48W which has 36 bulbs than 24 bulbs and dry nail more quicker. Also with 4 timer and easy 
to process.The nail art lamp has max 48watts power and a full charging power adapter dry your 
nail in safe. UV sunlight protect your hands from a electronic light. We believe that prolonged 
time period partnership is really a result of top of the range, benefit added provider, prosperous 
knowledge and personal contact for Factory Customized China 48W Power Quickly Dry UV Nail 
Dryer Machine DIY Nails Beauty Nails, For even more inquires make sure you will not wait to 
make contact with us. Thank you - Your help continuously inspires us. Factory Customized China 
UV LED Lamp Nail and DIY Nails price, Our monthly output is more than 5000pcs. Now we have 
set up a strict quality control system. Please feel free to contact us for further information. We 
hope that we can establish long-term business relationships with you and carry out business on a 
mutually beneficial basis. We've been and will likely be always trying our best to serve you. 

We wholesale nail dryer for more than 3 years and always keep high standard of quality,fast 
shipping and low cost. 
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Packing list(With box): 

1.Main machine 

2.Power adapter 

3.Introduction/Manuel 

4.Certification 

1. Product Introduction of 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer 

machine wholesale 

OPERATOIN INSTRUCTION 

1.Plug in power,connect the nail lamp. 

2.Press ON/OFF button to open / close the machine.When the timing is counting ,press button 
again to enter Standby mode to reset. 
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USER 'S MANUAL 

Non- Harmful To Eyes! 

1.After the machine starting up,user can select times by 10s/30s/60s/99s(low heat mode) 
buttons.Enter into low heat mode , power enhances gradually over time , to reslove all pain 
problom caused by curing gels . 

2.If user don't use the time setting buttons,Infrared sensor starts working when putting hands 
into the machine .Max working time lasts 120s. 

0When timing is working ,display will show the corresponding time .10s,30s,60s are 
countdown ,99s and infrared sensors are clockwise. 
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We are a professional nail dryer machine supplier and wholesale manicure machine to 
worldwide.All products made based on high quality accessories,We take responsibility to 
design,purchase material,arrange producing,packing and shipping service.Sold tons of gel nail 
dryer curing lamps in past years and customer are happy in business as quality is stable that 
won’t cause a big issue. 

We can full understand that imported products are strict in quality,If a product cause explode or 
fire will be problem.So we control well in portable nail light testing,especially on its electronic 
and UV light. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of 48W new upgrade UV nail 

dryer machine wholesale 

New Nail lamp wavelength 365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail 

Type Nail dryer lamp factory ODM Customization Yes 
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3. Product Feature and Application of 48W new upgrade UV nail 

dryer machine wholesale 

Please read the instruction carefully before using the lamp. 

1. Please use the correctly. 

2. Not allow any liquid into the machine otherwise,damage may occur. 

3. When timer button out of function,Please don't use. 

4. Please remove power adapter .when leaving. 

5. Please do not to use the nail lamp when power adapter 

6. Please do not to turn on the machine excess than 600 s otherwise it may reduce the lifetime of 
nail lamp. 

7. When using, please wear protective glasses and radiation protection suits. 

8. The machine detects internal temperature automatically in longterm use，-When the 
temperature is too high ,the ma¬chine turns to low-power operation ,meanwhile thedisplay 
shows "07p" status .Timing stops working and return to normal power operation after lowering 
the temperature. 
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Product name Upgrade 48w manicure lamp regular type 

Leds 24 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wired with power adapter cord 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-CT48W 

Color White(ODM color available) 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A 

Product size 237x208x114mm 
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4. Product Details of 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer machine 

wholesale 

48w nail dryer machine with 36 pieces bulbs 

Upgrade with more LEDS fast curing your nail 

Sun light harmless to your eyes 

High 48w power fast drying 

High quality ABS material 

Automatic sensor when you put finger in it 
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5. Product Qualification of 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer 

machine wholesale 

We guarantee 12 months return/maintain for defective nail dryer. We need photo or videos to 
refund it first then feedback to manufacturer about the issue and let them improve quality.From 
years wholesale,Return rate is under 0.2% it has great quality. 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer 

machine wholesale 

Deliver method: Air,Sea,Express door to door, Or to your warehouse in CN. 

Deliver time: 3-25 days on different quantity 

Price item: FOB or CIF 

7. FAQ of 48W new upgrade UV nail dryer machine wholesale 

Is the nail lamp safe? 

The most important thing is safety and quality.All stuff passed QA QE QC strict processing. 

Can i buy few samples of curing led dryer ATC-CT48W? 

Yes we are willing to send samples before order in large quantity. You can test them or see 
market feedback. 
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